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Plasma risk in the Canadian context

Canada in context
• Population = 37 million (29M excl.
Quebec)
• Canadian Blood Services:
• Responsible for national, integrated
services for Canadian hospitals and
patients (excluding Quebec)
• Product lines include blood,
plasma, stem cells, organs &
tissues
• “Plasma” includes:
• Collection of raw material
• Contract (toll) manufacturing
of all plasma derivatives
• Acquisition of plasma protein
(and recombinant) therapies
from commercial market
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Our strategic plan 2019–2024
Five key focus areas
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Canada is one of the highest users of
immunoglobulin per capita
• In the last 10 years, Canada’s rate of usage for immune globulins (Ig) has
increased 111 per cent

• Ig consumption rate approx. 219 g per 1,000 population
• Canadian plasma sufficiency rate for Ig is now at 15 per cent
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Plasma sufficiency of supply for immunoglobulin
risk and the impacts of the pandemic
• Canada has been concerned about this
risk for many years, however, the
impacts of the pandemic have further
elevated this risk
• Exposed domestic vulnerabilities
• Dynamic in Canada is changing with
growth of the commercial competitive
market
• Experienced supply constraints in the
early stages of the pandemic, which were
mitigated through pre-emptive purchase
of additional inventory
Larry, plasma donor
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Sufficiency level has changed over time
1980–2003

2004

2007

2009

Target of 100%
sufficiency
Launch of
long-term
strategy

Target set: 40%
sufficiency
for
immunoglobulin

Diversification
of supply;
multiple
suppliers and
fractionators

Target set:
28–30%

Present
Ig sufficiency
15%
Increasing
source plasma
collections

• Pursuing a sufficiency level of 100 per cent or self-sufficiency, is not
recommended as it transfers all of the supply risk onto the Canadian plasma
collection system
• For Canada, risk modelling suggests 50 per cent target balances the supply risk
and ensures sufficient Ig to meet all needs of critical patient groups (for which no
alternative exists)
• Purchasing more than 50 per cent of Ig product from suppliers or rationing Ig to
exclude the treatment of other patient populations are not viable solutions
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Canada’s goal is to 50 per cent sufficiency for
immunoglobulin as quickly as possible

Sufficiency
to grow to
22%

Build eleven
dedicated source
plasma collection
sites by
March 2024

Adds 3%
to
sufficiency

Increase source
plasma in mixed
collection
network

Commercial
product
is balance

Balance our
portfolio by
purchasing
commercial
product
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Plasma donor centre model

Plasma donor centres

• Dedicated source plasma collections
with:
• 12 to 16 beds
• Collecting ~20,000 litres of plasma
• Highly efficient processes
• Lean staffing model with multiskilled workers
• Longer hours of operation
• Dedicated recruiters with strong
links to the community
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Quarterly reporting for measuring success
against targets

Sites opened on
time, on budget

Quarterly
collections meet
targets

Collection cost per
litre is price
proximate
Note: Collection cost per litre reported annually in Q4
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Plasma program planning
Building

Operating

Sudbury
Aug 2020

Lethbridge
Dec 2020

Kelowna
Jun 2021

Planning (subject to annual funding approval)

Ottawa
Brampton
Spring 2022 Spring 2022

Estimated plasma sufficiency for immunoglobulin when operating at capacity

22%

15%

• For remaining sites, plan is to deliver 3 sites per year for the next two years
• 3 sites by spring 2023
• 3 sites by spring 2024
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Donor recruitment strategy

#4
#3
#2

#1

To retain source
plasma donors

To recruit
direct-to-plasma
donors

To increase
donation
frequency of
source plasma
donors

To recruit whole blood
donors to donate source
plasma
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Recruiting whole blood donors to plasma
PERSONAL

+

M
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MOTIVATION
M
•

•

•
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Benefits include the
‘feel good’ factor,
feeling needed, and the
belief that they are
paying it forward
Someone from
Canadian Blood
Services asked
Perceived need;
understand
value/impact of plasma

•

•
•
•
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PERSONAL

S

SITUATIONAL

ABILITY
A

+

Psychological ability – •
lack of awareness,
knowledge and
understanding
•
Meet eligibility
requirements
•
Lack of time; time
consuming
Self-efficacy (confident
in ability to donate)

P

PHYSICAL
+

SOCIAL

S

Convenience of
•
location, parking, clinic
hours
Process and questions
around eligibility
More involving
process/steps
•
•

Lack of role models or
peers (don’t know
anyone who donates
plasma or few people
like me that donate
plasma)
Socialize with others;
social connections
Feel a sense of
belonging to a special
group (VIP)
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Recruiting direct-to-plasma
PERSONAL

+

M

MOTIVATION
M
•

•

•

•

Learning that the need/demand
for plasma is so great (and
exceeds supply)
The versatility of plasma use in
the care and therapeutic
treatments of several diseases,
at least one of which seems to
‘hit home’ on a more personal
level (e.g. cancer)
Personal stake: Knowing
someone who would benefit
from plasma is significantly
more motivating than knowing
someone in community is in
need.
CAVEAT: (Fear of) The
Unknown can undermine
motivation
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Most believe that they would be •
able to successfully donate
plasma as they consider
themselves to be in
(reasonably) good health.
The time it takes to donate
impacts perceived ability (most
assume it takes 30 minutes and
60 is the max).
Seniors have more questions
given health conditions, meds
they take.
Fear of needles is a barrier
CAVEAT –Ability requires
specifics around eligibility
requirements and specifics
around the donation process
(physical and time).
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Proximity of clinic to home or
workplace, convenient hours
and time it takes to complete
the donation will impact making
donating a routine by enabling
one to ‘fit it into’ their day/life.

•

•

•

Donating within a social/group
context would provide much
needed emotional support to
the donor and by fostering a
community connection.
Social support in-clinic is
reassuring for first time plasma
donors – notably via a ‘buddy
system’ – be it another first time
donor or (preferably) someone
who has donated.
Partnering with local businesses
and other community programs
fosters a sense of outreach.
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Awareness & interest
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Consideration & evaluation
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Recruit First-time donors (general public)
Objective: 1,500 Direct-to-plasma donors
during first year in new plasma donor centre
125 NEW donors/month
• Focus on key segments:

Aging and
active

Young adults whose life
doesn’t get in the way

Post-secondary
students
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Enhanced donor experience to grow frequency
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Since the first centre opened in August 2020…

Plasma sufficiency has increased from 12.8 to 15 per cent and we’ve
added more than 30,000L of source plasma to Canadian Blood Services’
collections network
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